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The "great society" programs of the 1960s provided the
incentive for the emergence of Commxanity Based Organizations
(CBOs) involvement with national employment and training pro¬
grams. CommTjnity Based Organizations, in essence, have been
in the forefront of service delivery systems for such programs
since the enactment of the Manpower Development Training Act,
(MDTA) in 1961.^ Howard N. Hallman defined Community Based
Organizations as:
Private non-profit organizations controlled by
minority groups, especially blacks and hispa-
nics, oriented toward a population with high
unemployment which is generally concentrated
in low-income neighborhoods.
National manpower program legislation and policies of the
seventies changed the direction of many CBOs which have
2
operated employment and training programs. The 1973 CETA en¬
actment was responsible for shifting much of the responsibil¬
ity for manpower planning from the federal government to the
3
state and local governments. Thus, employment and training
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programs for the low income and disadvantaged were affected by
this new era of federalism, as were other social programs.
Also, CBOs which were funded by this new legislation had
to adapt to the change in policies and need. In short, CETA
provisions stipulated that CBOs must compete with other govern¬
mental and private institutions in obtaining funds to provide
manpower services in the local area. Many organizations which
had been created at the local level during the 1960s foxand it
hard to survive the shift in the nation's priorities. Those
agencies which maintained their existence, adapted to the
policy changes dictated by public officials in order to sur¬
vive and provide services to their clientele. Using Operation
Improvement Foundation (01) as a frame of reference, this paper
focuses on those community based organizations involved in man¬
power services and the effects of federal assistance on their
success.
The 1973 CETA legislation enabled 01 to become a viable
contractor of the Adult Work Experience (AWE) and Individual
Referral Clearinghouse (IRC) programs. For the next seven
years the agency was able to expand its staff from three to
over 60 persons, operate many projects, move to a larger facil¬
ity, and establish two permanent out stations. However, during
this period of expansion and transition, the agency which was
founded by blacks, transcended from a local based organization
serving the immediate community, to a highly diversified man¬
power service delivery non-profit corporation.
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It was during this change and expansion that 01 was ftinded
4
...
primarily by CETA (Title II-B funds). It is significant to
note that policy mandates, as implemented by the local fvinding
administration, indirectly helped to achieve this new direc¬
tion. The agency's adaption to the CETA system is in fact,
responsible for its significant decline in the delivery of
services. The obvious reason is the sharp cut in federal monies
and the elimination of CETA. In discussing this particular
dilemma, Garcia Massingale, Executive Director of 01 states
that,
For the first time in its fifteen years of
existence. Operation Improvement faces a
significant decline rather than an expansion,
of its revenue and programmatic base. Last
October (1981), the agency began to feel the
full impact ... of the Administrative budget
cuts. A 47 percent funding reduction, combined
with half of the administrative and operational
staff indicated we were facing a period of extreme
difficulty.^
It is common knowledge‘that an organization may discon¬
tinue a period of growth for various reasons including mis¬
management and lack of a funding source. However, organiza¬
tions involved in the delivery of manpower services to low in¬
come and disadvantaged individuals, face a complexity of prob¬
lems. That is, an attempt to provide services within a system
4
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that inadvertently does not allow for rational comprehensive
social policy. Therefore, community based organizations in
providing services for their clientele must deal with the con¬
flict in meeting the needs of their target group and the goals
of society. Operation Improvement, like other CBOs is facing
a dilemma in this new era of national policy. The paper
addresses this and other related problems of CBOs and offers
solutions to existing difficulties presently encountered by
these organizations.
Organization of Study
In order to provide a substantive case study on Operation
Improvement as a manpower delivery system, the remainder of
this paper is organized as follows; having established the
direction of the paper in section one, section two consists
of the organizational setting, internship experience and pro¬
vides a statement of the problem. Section three discusses the
consequences of federalism on community based employment and
training programs and the changes that have occurred in the
relationships between CBOs and their clients. Section four
explains the methodology utilized. Section five is a treat¬
ment of the problem. Here, careful examination is given to the
difficulties CBOs have in meeting their objectives. Finally,
section six provides a conclusion and a set of recommendations.
II. THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING
Setting
The Operation Improvement Foundation (01), is a non-profit
community based organization located in Seattle, Washington.
Its purpose is to provide employment and training opportunities
to minorities, disadvantaged and low income residents of the
City of Seattle, King and Snohomish Counties. 01 service
delivery system involves screening, selection, assessment,
coiinseling, training, placement and follow-up.^
The agency originated from the Operation Beautification
Project in 196 7. The basic fxanction of Operation Beautifica¬
tion was to hire and train lanskilled, chronically unemployed
minorities to work on beautification projects in the Central
area of Seattle. Under the supervision of Garcial Massingale,
Executive Director of 01, a group of hard core unemployed was
responsible for planting trees and building mini-parks. By
1970, 01 functioned as a work experience contractor for the
7
Concentrated Employment Program. The agency had expanded its
services, with a staff of three and an annual budget of $148,000
to provide job training in various other non-profit agencies
for 48 clients. In 1973, as a result of its proven ability to
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work with low income, disadvantaged minorities, the agency was
selected to operate an Adult Experience Program. The newly
formed King Snohomish Manpower Consortium, (KSMC) granted this
0
contract. As the local administrative funding agency, KSMC,
was the prime sponsor for the Seattle-Everett Metro area.
The Adult Work Experience (AWE) program provided clients
in the city of Seattle and King County an opportxinity to gain
skills and training. As a fianction of the AWE program, indi¬
viduals are placed in training positions at work sites selected
to match the clients background and vocational goals with the
9
needs of the participating agency. The success of the AWE
program enabled 01 to be awarded the On-Job-Skills-Development
program (OJSD) in 1975. OJSD was designed to combine the
advantages of specialized training in the technical, clerical,
or skilled trades with on the job work experience.Thus, it
gave those students that had received training within the Con¬
sortium system, an opportunity to receive more training while
on the job. After two years as demonstration project, this
program was shown to be successful and thus was incorporated
into the ongoing AWE program.
On September 8, 1975, the agency received Articles of








negotiate contracts directly with fiinding sources as a private
non-profit corporation. In 1976, the organization, through a
competitive Request For Proposal (RFP) process successfully
became the Program Agent for the Individual Referral Clearing¬
house (IRC) program.The IRC program was granted by the
KSMC administrative agency under the Title II-B training
12
fvmds of CETA. Operation Improvement, at this stage in its
growth expanded from a staff of three to 48 and served approxi¬
mately 800 clients. IRC, is the largest and most comprehen¬
sive program operated by the agency. The clients received
classroom training from community colleges, vocational insti¬
tutions and private vocational schools in King and Snohomish
13
Counties. Annually, there are over 1000 participants from
the two counties that are assessed and placed at the various
training institutions.^^ Because of the large number of
Snohomish County residents, 01 established in January 1977 an
out-station in Everett at the Passages Foundation to effectively
serve them. Eligible applicants are referred to 01 by the
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ment, the client is enrolled in a training institution in an
area matched to his/her aptitude and interest. IRC pays for
tuition, books and supplies as well as support services such
as transportation and child care.
Based on the outstanding performance of the two programs,
01 was awarded various other demonstration grants under the
auspices of KSMC. In 1978, the Consortium funded the agency
15
to operate the Skill Training Improvement Program, (STIP).
This demonstration project was an attempt to coordinate with
the private sector in providing training opportunities in
areas identified by the business advisory committee of King
and Snohomish Counties. Individuals were enrolled in compa¬
nies assisting in the project. The STIP phases I and II were
completed in June 1980. 01 was awarded funding for the Job
Search Cooperative in June 1979 as a Department of Labor
Demonstration project. The basic objective of this program
was to provide job search techniques to individuals making
the transition from the Piablic Service Employment program to
unsubsidized employment. Based on Doctor Nathan Azrin's job
clxib technique, individuals were provided with a structured
and supportive environment to utilize the approach.Trained
staff provided the participants with various job leads that
were followed up by participants' phone calls. The success







Job Cl\ib. Another significant project granted to the agency
was a combination of the Adult Basic Education (ABE), General
Equivalency Diploma training (GED) , and English as a Second
Language (ESL). This project was called AGE, which was
specifically designed to prepare participants for linkages
with other CETA funded employment and training opportuni¬
ties .
By 1980, 01 had established two permanent out-stations
which had for the most part, the same service delivery mechan¬
ism as the central office. In addition to its success as a
comprehensive service delivery system, 01 had become one of
the few community based organizations in the area to own and
operate a business.
Committed to the philosophy of the comprehensive approach
01 under the direction of the Board of Directors and the
Executive Director moved to a larger facility in late 1979.
In addition to providing increased space for the service
deliveiy component, the facility includes a large Conference
18
Center. Also, the agency became one of the first CBOs in
the area to install a computer system. The P.A. Siqueland
Computer system provides the agency's staff with more accurate







Prime Sponsor. The local administrative funding agency
in the Seattle-Everett Metro area was the King-Snohomish Man¬
power Consortium. The Consortium was established as an inde¬
pendent governmental unit by the seven cities and two counties
of the area. Thirteen elected officials serve on the execu¬
tive board that governs the Consortium. The chairperson of
the executive committee has alternated between the mayor of
Seattle and the County executive of King County. Seattle,
with three of the thirteen votes is larger in population
than all of the other cities combined, and King County out¬
side the limits of the member cities is the largest partner,
19
as measured by population. Snohomish County which withdrew
from the Consortium in 1980, represented slightly less than
one-fifth of the population. Snohomish County then estab¬
lished itself as a prime sponsor and awarded 01 contracts in
the AWE and IRC programs.
Population. Major employment areas of Metropolitan
Seattle-Everett are areo-space, defense, fishing, lumber,
pulp, and paper. Since World War II, manufacturing and
electronics have broadened the economic base between six and
eight percent over the past several years. The migration of
minorities to the west coast and the recent emigration of
19
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Asian refugees to Seattle-Everett metro area have resulted in
21
a high concentration of economically disadvantaged people.
According to the 1980 Bureau of Census, the current popula¬
tion of Seattle-Everett is 1.6 million of which Blacks are
22
63,606 or 2.6 percent; Asians are 58,140 or 2.5 percent. The
city of Seattle has a population of 493,846 of which Blacks
23
are 46,755 or 2.3 percent; Asians 36,613 or 1.8 percent.
Internship Experience. As an employee of 01 the writer
served in two different capacities. The first position was
that of an Employment Specialist and later promoted to Job-
ologist for the entire agency. An Employment Specialist is
responsible for the direct placement of classroom training
participants in Adult Work Experience and other enrollees of
24
contracted programs. Under the direct supervision of the
Employment Services Manager, the writer was responsible for
a caseload of 35-40 clients, as well as the unit monitor for
the work experience program. Additional responsibilities
included; negotiating with businesses and participating
agencies the terms and conditions of special contracts; worked
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of job placement. On the other hand, a Jobologist is re¬
sponsible for developing and implementing workshops designed
25
to prepare individuals for job acquisition and retention.
Under the supervision of the Assessment Manager, the writer's
duties were: prepare narratives for all participants who
attended workshops, coordinate all workshops for persons en¬
rolling in 01; be accessible to all training site locations.
Statement of the Problem
The central concern of this paper may be stated as
follows: Community Based Organizations (CBOs) conduct manpower
programs and have often been completely dependent on federal
grants to sustain their agencies operation. Major changes in
the national policy for federally funded social programs can
and do affect the ability of CBOs to effectively implement
services to their clientele. Consequently, the shift in
federal dollar allocations may force CBOs to reduce their
services. Hampered by the unavailability of other fxinding
sources, CBOs which have become reliant on federal funds;
have often had to change their program goals in order to com¬
ply with governmental regulations that accompany financial
assistance. The New Federalism initiatives under the present
administration, have forced CBOs to curtail services to their
clients. Specifically, the shift in federal policy toward
greater decentralization in intergovernmental relations and
reduction in spending have compromised CBOs' ability to effec¬
tively serve their clientele.
25
Ibid.
III. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Historical Background
A major purpose of national manpower policy
is to improve the operation of labor markets
by improving the competitive position of in¬
dividuals facing barriers to employment, such
as the lack of job skill, deficiences in basic
education, lack of job market information,
social-psychological handicaps, and the in¬
ability to obtain supportive services such as
counseling, childcare and transportation.^”
National manpower initiatives in the American experience
have been implemented by various non-profit institutions
throughout the country. One of the major institutions in
manpower programs is the Community Based Organization. Their
role is primarily one of operating employment and training
programs for over the past two decades. The Great Society
era challenged the CBO to actively participate in providing
services to their commvinity. One of the major concerns of
national policy during the Great Society years was the employ¬
ment related problems faced by the nation's poor.
A central goal of the War on Poverty was the design of a
strategy to create comprehensive programs at the neighborhood
level. The policy makers believed the best way to address
these social issues and ensure that commvinity residents played
a significant role in shaping services was to fund community
26
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(University of Pennsylvania: Industrial Research Unit, 1975) ^3.
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institutions where the greatest need for social programs
existed.
The Manpower and Development and Training Act 1962
(MDTA) Civil Rights Act, Economic Opportunities Act
1964 and the ten year authorization of MDTA opened
the door for organizations based in local commxinities
to receive direct funding from the Federal Govern¬
ment . ^ °
The existence of three national CBOs (established by
minorities) helped set precedence for non-profit organizations
to operate govemnent supported manpower programs. In partic¬
ular, Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OIC), National
Urban League and SER-Job for Progress. "The first two CBOs
have roots in the black community, and the third has a Hispa¬
nic orientation. OIC and SER were formed in the sixties, but
29
the Urban League dates back to 1910." The original CETA
legislation of 1973, mentioned OIC, SER, Urban League, Main¬
stream and community action agencies (CAAs) as examples of CBOs.
Mainstream refers to a network of organizations providing
community service to older persons. CAAs were formed under
the Economic Opportxmity Act 1964, and became a pilot catchall
for nearly every type of anti-poverty effort. CAAs did mono¬
polize such areas as education and other social services.
Sar Levitan and Joyce Zickler, The Quest for a Federal
Manpower Partnership (Cambridge Massachusetts; Harvard Press),
pp. 2-10.
28
National Commission for Manpower Policy, A Conference
Report-Commxjnity Based Organizations in Manpower Programs and
Policy (Washington, D.C.: The Commissions, 1977), p. 74.
29
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The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973,
was an attempt to provide a workable alternative to the prob¬
lem of providing comprehensive employment and training oppor-
tvinities which would result in an intergovernmental initiative
Moreover, it was an attempt to coordinate the operations of
manpower programs with the various actors, allieviate fragmen¬
tation and the overlapping of services. Pursuing the twin
themes of decategorization and decentralization, the legisla¬
tion consolidated many categories of separate programs and
transferred substantial decision-making authority to local and
state sponsors.
CETA; A Discussion. The national manpower initiatives
experienced rapid expansion during the Johnson and Nixon admin
istrations. During the Nixon administration, a new label,
"New Federalism," was coined to describe the emergence of a
new direction of government's response to the nation's social
problems. A major tenet of the administration's New Federal¬
ism is that locally oriented social programs can best be
administered by those close to the area and that locally
31
elected officials could best respond to community desires.
America's response to social problems prior to the 1970s was
30
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dominated by centralization, a concept which emerged during
the Roosevelt administration, now commonly known as the New
Deal era.
One of the principal objectives embodied in
American domestic lesiglation since 1972 has
been to reorganize the long standing federal
aid system in order to plan and execute policy
.... Major initiatives in this endeavor in¬
cluded General Revenue Sharing, The Comprehen¬
sive Employment and Training Act and Title XX
of the Social Security Act.
Liberal critics of the New Federalism feared that such
programs would increase the influence of state and local poli¬
ticians at the cost of sacrificing professionalism in these
services. Paul Terrel conducted a study of key individuals
namely, executives of hximan services organizations, to assess
the impact of Federalism as it prevailed in the 1970s. From
the survey, Terrel found community action and Model cities
program executives were accustomed to the bulk of their support
directly from the Federal government thus, they were concerned
that the shift to decentralization would endanger the avail¬
ability of direct federal funding. However, those agencies
that had established a relationship with local policy makers
and legislators did not feel jeopardized. Terrel also suggested
that the shift in power may have affected aid to the poor, dis-
32
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view (January/February 1980), pp. 47.
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Compromise between the two entities was somewhat repre¬
sented in the actual legislation of the CETA 19 73 law. State
and local jurisdictions were given substantial authority and
yet there were formalized laws on national goals favoring low
income groups. However, these program initiatives infused
large amounts of relatively unrestricted revenue for elected
35
officials to allocate.
CETA had four broad goals; program decentrali¬
zation; improve service to low-income indivi¬
duals; decentralization; decategorization of
narrowly defined restrictive grant-in-aid pro¬
grams, and increase citizen participation to
prime sponsors through a formula incorporating
unemployment rate of the area, the number of
poor families, and previous expenditures for
manpower programs.
The operational pattern of the CETA concept is local control.
On the other hand, the Federal role in the manpower programs
is to directly influence and to control the activities of
prime sponsors as they relate to national policy concerns.
There are, however, four interrelated inherent factors of
design and construction in CETA operations which illustrate
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Labor in implementing control methods.
First, revenue sharing principals dictate that
certain fxmds are available to the prime spon¬
sor. Second, emphasis is on local design auid
control of manpower programs. Third, the geo¬
political identity of the prime sponsor is a
powerful means of enlisting political support
and assistance at both state and national
levels. Finally, prime sponsors must respond
to local pressure.
Carl E. VanHom suggests that the CETA manpower program
initiatives is the key legislative act which allows some
analysis of the American system of intergovernmental relations
and the implementation process. Successful programs are attri¬
buted to the competence of local government personnel, while
poor performance stems from attitudinal, organizational, eco¬
nomic, and political restraints at all levels of the federal
system. He concludes by suggesting local programs should not
just serve the more advantaged citizen but that federal initia-r
39
tives should be structured to stimulate local responsibility.
In the initial stages of CETA implementation, participants of
Title I were more likely to be older, better educated and non-
poor.^® "One of the central issues in the debate of the origi-
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nal thrust of CETA was the nature of intended beneficiaries
and the degree of latitude that should be granted to local
41
political officials.”
Various programs within the employment and training sys-
42
tem determine what type of clients will be served. In a
study sponsored by the Employment and Training Administration,
32 prime sponsors were researched for a three year time span.
"Work experience programs were found to have the least amount
of demands on enrollee qualification, while Public Service was
43
associated with low service to non-whites."
The study further suggested that the selection of contrac¬
tors by prime sponsors can significantly influence the distri¬
bution of benefits. "Program operators influence participant
results because of their physical location, the reputation of
the agency and the selection process of the prospective con-
44
tractor."
Within the context of the issues of Federalism and the
new direction of manpower policy is the question of how do
CBOs fit into the scheme of this national policy as well as










These issues revolve around a larger concern which confronts
policy makers who design federal programs; that is, how to
make a concerted nation wide attack on situations that are
endemic to all metro areas and still account for diverse
45
local conditions. Robert Thomas suggests that one's read¬
ing of the political mileux is often a key factor.
How an official responds to a public problem is
generally dependent upon his assessment of the
severity of that problem vis-a-vis other prob¬
lems. A public official may consider two prob¬
lems equally severe from the stand-point of sub¬
stantive impact on the community but alleviate
one on a higher severity category because of the
political situation.^”
Organizations and Clients
Organizations are established in society to support cer¬
tain objectives and values. These values may be considered
important but inconsistent or conflicting with the goals of
these institutions. However, there is a bond which exists
between human service and piiblic organizations. Theoreti¬
cally, this brings out an important question; it raises the
issue of how cooperation between organizations can be main¬
tained when they pursue objectives that sometimes may be in
47
conflict. The interactions among different organizations
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and clients are often contradictory: on one hand they strive
to achieve cooperation but on the other hand they struggle to
preserve conflicting orientations and interests. An example
of this relationship may be drawn from the federal administra¬
tive agencies and manpower service delivery organizations.
Ideally^ the parties involved have areas of common interests,
but at the same time, their respective goals and objectives
are in conflict. Often in order to achieve results, govern¬
ment and/or other entities must exert powerful influence on
service delivery organizations.
Similarly, this situation is evident in the relationship
between the organization and its clientele. The clientele, if
it is not the more powerful in the relationship, must pay a
price for its interaction with the organization. This power
relationship and its consequence to the clientele is inevita¬
ble because, as Giorgia Inzerilli puts it, "clients are pro-
48
cessed by the organization."
Another important aspect of clientele-organization rela¬
tionship has to do with short term involvment between clients
and the organizations. There may be problems that exist which
cannot be alleviated during this short period. For example,
the Asian/Pacific Islanders that came after 1979 were primarily
more illiterate than those of previous years, hence, short term
training was not sufficient. Most of these immigrants had to




well as adjust to the basic life styles of American culture.
Client serving organizations in the human service field
must also be concerned with the issue of serving the most
needy. When an organization must provide services to a dis¬
advantaged "clientele” it sometimes become difficult to deliver
services equally to all. This occurs for various reasons, one
of which is the different perspectives between federal and
local officials. For instance, prime sponsors and program
operators may have different priorities from federal officials
and this can influence the nature and quality of the service
that the clientele receives. Program operators may also be
preoccupied with performance records. A major tactic that has
been utilized in hvunan service agencies is "creaming."
Creaming is a tactic used by many social service organizations
which results in the poorest being the most likely to be
excluded or left behind. Many manpower programs have been
tempted to use this procedure since creaming may help produce
49
a successful performance record.
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pp. 463-472.
IV. METHODOLOGY
This is an explanatory paper, the intent of which, is to
examine the Federal funding of Operation Improvement (01), as
a Community Based Organization. The principal unit of analysis
is 01, but the study includes other similar CBOs, the Consor¬
tium and appropriate governmental agencies.
The research design adopted for this paper includes-direct
and mailed interviews, participant observation and library re¬
search . Seventeen mailed questionnaires of an open-ended for¬
mat were sent to respondents who were chosen arbitrarily be¬
cause of their knowledge, expertise and/or position in Opera¬
tion Improvement. Four face-to-face direct interviews were
conducted. The advantage of this type of questionnaire is
that it is considered to be free from constraints of an imposed
scheme; on the other hand, the disadvantage of this form as
opposed to the closed responses lies in the difficulty of pre¬
cisely coding the data. Participant observation was possible
because of the writer's work experience while at the agency.
Participant observation involves the researcher's direct in¬
volvement in that she/he observes first hand the phenomenon in
question. The researcher worked at the 01 office for 31 months
during which she observed the fiscal and other relationships
between 01 and its related agencies. Secondly, data were
obtained from library sources. These include periodicals, re¬
levant books, newspaper articles, etc. Information from these
sources has helped to clarify and provide additional perspec¬
tive on information obtained from the interviews.
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V. ANALYSIS OF DATA
The phasing out of the CETA program over the past two
years has seriously jeopardized federally funded employment
and training programs in the United States. During the past
fifteen years, supporters of these programs have seen expendi¬
tures for the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act and
its predecessors grow from less than one billion dollars a
year to more than $10 billion, only to see them reduced sharply
in the last three years. The growth of these programs has
been accompanied by the rise of non-profit organizations,
(commonly called CBOs) intended to train the unskilled and
50facilitate the unemployed by obtaining jobs from them.
While some Community Based Organizations (CBOs) have
developed a broad base of public and private sector funding
sources, CETA was the primary funding source for these organi¬
zations vintil recently. The principal purpose of this section
is to examine Operation Improvement (01) as a federally subsi¬
dized CBO and explore the consequences of the national policy
shift on 01. Earlier, the writer stated that the national
policy shift has compromised CBOs' objectives and has aggra¬
vated the fiscal condition of 01, in particular.
The writer conducted open-ended face-to-face and mailed
interviews with knowledgeable individuals to find out whether
50
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the point of this paper could be substantiated. Following
are the responses to the questions and an analysis of these
responses:
1. Could you briefly describe the national
policy shift in federal funding for
social programs as it relates to CBOs
such as 01?
Ninety-five percent of the respondents agreed that the
shift in national policy affected the type of training CBOs,
such as 01, can and do provide to their clientele. Specifi¬
cally, the policy shift has impacted on the length of training
each participcint receives. The shift has reduced the train¬
ing period. Since the largest role for community based organ¬
izations within local employment and training systems is
training, one can conclude that the reduction in the training
period due to policy shifts has compromised the effectiveness
of 01's service delivery. Thus, 01 which had a successful
history in operating its Individual Referral Clearinghouse
(IRC) program has had to alter its approach. Consequently, a
number of changes have occurred; examples include; (1) occupa¬
tional areas have been limited to highly technical training
program areas (i.e., areo-space; medical and marine technol¬
ogy) ; (2) the previous enrollment period of nine months to
two years of vocational training at private institutions and
community colleges has shifted to a maximum of 12 weeks of
training. Also, many of these programs have a prerequisite
of completion of some secondary course work. The changes in
the IRC program according to Shamell Moore, ” . . help to
26
set precedence with regard to short term training of indivi¬
duals who are not necessarily disadvantaged or in dire
need.
The length of training—short-term—and the Skills
Training Improvement Program demonstration project mentioned
earlier in this paper, share similar characteristics, STIP
basically developed under a demonstration project funded by
the Department of Labor (DOL) and identified individuals in¬
terested in training occupational program areas already
designed by a private sector advisory council. Participants
were enrolled as a class and upon completion were assisted in
finding en^iloyment by those companies on the advisory council.
The new concept of short-term training does not allow
for the additional funding for support services, such as
Adult Basic Education (ABE), General Education Diploma (GED)
and English as a Second Language (ESL). Consequently, the
truly disadvantaged persons, the recent immigrants of Asian/
Pacific Islanders, natives of the hills of Cambodia and other
illiterate Vietnamese, are most vmlikely to benefit from 01's
traditional services. These immigrants must master a new
language as well as the socialization process of a new culture.
Other studies done prior to the writer's research have
borne out the finding of this study as well as the continuing
need for 01's services. For example, according to a survey
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Interview with Shamell Moore, Operation Improvement,
Seattle, Washington 3 May 1983.
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conducted in October, 1980, 42 percent of the administrators
of non-profit and government agencies in the city stated that
residents of the central area {the minority and low income
population) needed the affected services more than any other
area of the city. In a follow-up study conducted in Septem¬
ber 1982, 57 percent still believed the target area of indivi-
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duals most in need of training was the central area. The
point, then, is well taken: It is that these needed and
special programs for individuals with special problems have
suffered measurably from the policy shifts and, consequently,
have rendered 01 impotent in these program areas.
2, What other consequences did reduced funding
have on Operation Improvement?
Upper most in many individuals' minds were changes in
personnel roles. Due to budget cuts, the staff has become a
staff of generalists. According to Dick Seraile, the Associate
Director of 01, "all programs have decreased staff and client
services due to the budget cut . . . everyone has become a
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generalist (counselor, advisor and job developer)." Pre¬
viously, the agency had a staff of designated counselors, voca¬
tional advisors and job developers.
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Employment and Training Challenges in King County, A
Key Interview Survey, Operation Improvement, Seattle, Washing
ton, October 1980 and September, 1982.
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Interview with Dick Seraile, Operation Improvement
Seattle, Washington 3 May 1983.
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Secondly, the respondents placed strong emphasis on the
program performance evaluation formula vised to allocate fund¬
ing to program operators such as 01. This formula is based
on the Program Performance Evaluation Criteria (PPEC) which
was developed for placement programs (i.e., skills and on-
the-job-training). When performance based funding was first
introduced in Fiscal year 1980's allocation process, the
apportionment was based on 75 percent "hold harmless" (i.e.,
program resources of the following year); 25 percent on the
new program performance criteria. In Fiscal year 1982, the
performance formula was applied to the Feeder programs, ABE,
GED, ESL and Adult Work Experience. Fifty percent weight was
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placed on performance. Currently, the amount of dollar
allocations is based on 100 percent performance of the pre¬
ceding Fiscal year. Strong emphasis is placed on cost per
placement (i.e., cost of training each individual); positive
termination (or actual placement after training rate). Howard
Hallman suggests that prime sponsors and employment and train¬
ing "hierarcl^" do not take into consideration who CBOs are
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serving when high emphasis is place on cost per placement.
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Program Performance Evaluation Criteria, Employment and
Training Consortium, Seattle, Washington, Agenda Item II-D
Action July 1981, pp. 15-21.
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Howard N. Hallman, Community Based Employment Programs
(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1980), p. 29.
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Clearly, the emphasis placed on the PPEC formula—the
actual dollar spent per enrollee—and the placement rate
affects many community based employment and training programs'
ability to serve the unemployed.
3. Could you give some specific examples of
how clients have been affected in areas
such as participant allowance payments
and other client services?
Fifty percent identified the cuts in allowance payments
to clients, less flexibility of the budget and the demise of
demonstration grants and the Basic Opportunities Grant (BEOG).
"Client allowances have been cut from $104 per week to $51;
next year there will be none. Also, because of the large
caseloads for each staff there is not enough time to spend
with clients.There has also been a fifty percent reduc¬
tion in staff. In addition, with less budgetary flexibility,
01 is not able to provide additional preparatory workshops,
and expanded counseling services to actively serve their
clientel.
Curtailment of demonstration grants such as the Job Club,
AGE program and others does not allow 01 the flexibility to
pursue additional avenues in providing services to its
clientele. The number of clients the agency was able to serve
also was affected by the cuts in financial aid provided by the
use of BEOG. This grant had formerly been used to underwrite
some of the cost for training other participants.
56
Interview with Y. K. Kuniyuki, Asian Family Affair,
Seattle, Washington 3 May 1983.
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4. Can CBOs such as Operation Improvement
survive or be more effective if they
would obtain non-governmental funds?
All respondents identified the need for the agency to
obtain non-govemmental funding for continued survival and
effectiveness. The need to offset the loss of administrative
f\inds and reduce dependency on only one source (i.e., govern¬
mental funds) were cited by respondents as necessary for con¬
tinual survival. As stated earlier, staff reductions and less
administrative flexibility have negatively impacted client
services. Forty percent stated that on the one hand, corpo¬
rate funding is useful in that it provides greater diversity
of funding but on the other hand, it may not have the built in
accountability measures that federal funding frequently has.
Questions 5,6, 7 and 8 have a common concern about admin¬
istrative relations aimong the DOL's regional office, the prime
sponsor and 01; therefore they can be discussed collectively.
(See Appendix A.)
It was the opinion of eighty percent of the respondents
that KSMC (now Employment and Training Consortium) was not too
involved in the day-to-day operations but that KSMC was pre¬
pared to make its presence felt whenever a new policy had to
be enacted. On several occasions the regional DOL office and
the Consortium were in conflict over eligibility requirenents
and interpretations of policies; to cite one example: issues
involving the slowness in implementing the Independent Mon¬
itoring unit (IMU). Also, the respondents overwhelmingly
indicated they were aware of occasions when 01 and the Consor-
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tium had strained relations due to miscommunication of policy
mandates.
9. Were there any inter-agency conflicts
among state and local agencies result¬
ing from the national policy shifts?
None of the respondents stated any particular incidents
concerning 01. However, 25 percent of the respondents men¬
tioned the New Jobs Bill—Job Partnership Training Act, (JPTA)
as being a possible conflict between state and local agencies.
The current national policy is to "de-federalize” employment
and training activities and make them the responsibility of
states and local governments. Under the old CETA structure.
Congress allocated funds to DOL which allocated them to prime
sponsors.
The new structure however, identified state governors and
Private Industry Council (PIC) instead of the Department of
Labor and prime sponsors. The expanded use of the block
grants to provide federal aid to states and localities and the
practice of conducting competition among state and local pro¬
grams for funding may create conflict between agencies which
previously worked together to serve the clientele. State and
local government agencies that conduct employment and training
programs are currently awaiting a decision from the PIC con¬
cerning funding for the JPTA program initiatives in Fiscal 1984.
Summary
Policy Shift Consequences. Clearly, there is considera¬
ble agreement among respondents that the national policy shift
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has compromised Operation Improvement's overall objective of
providing employment and training opportunities to low income,
disadvantaged and minority individuals. The national policy
shift due to the Reagan administration's policies and the
shift in the public mood towards a more conservative philo¬
sophy have had a significant effect on commxmity based organ¬
izations. With regard to 01, in particular, the decrease in
the number of occupational program areas offered, the reduction
in length of training, drastic cuts in allowance payments; and
the reduction in fxinds of the administrative budget, have
hampered the ability of the agency to adequately serve its
clientele.
Another noticeable consequence of the national policy
shift is a reversal in the selection procedure of clients for
needed services. That is, compared to the past when the most
needy were first selected to receive services, today, the
client that least is in need of 01's services is selected
first. This unofficial procedure is generally referred to as
"creaming."
Alternative funding Sources. The respondents overwhelm¬
ingly suggested that CBOs should diversify their funding
sources by obtaining non-govemmental funds. Greater diver¬
sity of funding will greatly enhance the effectiveness of CBOs.
It may also be concluded from the study that it is unlikely
that many CBOs will continue to provide services to their
clientele without actively soliciting other viable sources.
Clearly, there is considerable agreement among the respondents
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that, effects on the delivery of services and reduction of
staff experienced from the national policy shift, place strong
emphasis on the need to obtain other program fiinding. Another
noticeable implication is the concern for identifying other
resources which would have built-in accountability measures
similar to those of federal grants.
Inter-Agency Conflicts. It can be concluded from the
study that the relations among different governmental units
have not been as good as they could be. Strained relations
between the regional DOL, prime sponsor and the agency are
the result of each entity having its own set of priorities;
naturally conflict arises when goals that are important to
one agency are not necessarily important to the other. When
this occurs, many policies are not implemented until a partic¬
ular unit is forced to do so. Each organization within the
employment and training system has had to compromise in order
to achieve its own ultimate goal, i.e., to provide needed
services to the public. Their role as advocates and promoters
of linkages between mainstream agencies (public schools,
community colleges and other private institutions) and a dis¬
advantaged clientele may be in jeopardy because of inter¬
agency conflicts, inadequate resources and existing mandates
that are restructuring the role of CBOs, 01 a prominent ex¬
ample.
The thrust toward greater state and local control as
advocated by the present administration has, unquestionably,
shifted CBOs into uncertain circumstances. Observers and
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participants alike are quite agreed that greater decentraliza¬
tion, accompanied by more spending cuts, will further erode
the integrity of 01's objectives.
V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusion
The present experience of Commxanity Based Organizations
involved in federally funded employment and training programs
appears to suggest that on the one hand, the sole reliance on
government funding will continue to hamper the effectiveness
of the agencies to adequately serve their clientele. On the
other hand, the presence of governmental fionds tends to insure
some degree of accountability.
It can also be concluded that the new policy shifts \ander
the Reagan administration and those of the early 1970s have
similar characteristics, some of which include, the concept of
decentralization, a shift in responsibilities to states and
local governments and the practice of serving the least in
need. Clearly, these examples and the effects of President
Reagan's New Federalism have shaken the integrity and compro¬
mised the ability of Operation Improvement to effectively
serve its clientele.
Recommendations
Community Based Organizations should actively solicit
other funding from private corporations, foundations and other
philanthrophic organizations. First, CBOs should impress upon
local philanthrophic organizations the need to contribute
additional funds to the organization. It is unlikely that
CBOs would suffer any more than they already have, simply
because of a diversification of their funding sources.
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There should be greater participation from the citizenry
who is ultimately affected by the efforts of commxanity based
employment and training programs. For example, the establish¬
ment of commxinity action groups consisting of interested citi¬
zens, employers and clients can be employed to exert pressure
on public officials—federal, state and local. The develop¬
ment and activeness of these organizations can significantly
aid CBOs in effectively illustrating the need for their
agencies to serve their clientele.
Community Based Organizations also should investigate the
possibility of becoming non-profit corporations, with a capac¬
ity to generate revenue. For example, they may provide cer¬
tain auxiliary services, e.g., specialized tutorials. The
additional revenue would supplement government fvmding and,
even in a minimal way, help to reduce the influence of the
federal and state governments on the day-to-day operation of
CBOs.
Finally, the federal government's response to social
problems through legislative initiatives and administrative
policies should reflect a greater sensitivity to pxablic need.
With coordinated efforts from interested citizens, clientele
groups and program operators, CBOs in the long run, may well
be able to deliver services to their clientele with confidence
and integrity, reminiscent of the 1960s.
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Could you briefly describe the national policy shift in
federal funding for social programs as it relates to CBOs
such as 01?
What other consequences did reduced funding have on Opera¬
tion Improvement?
Could you give some specific examples of how clients have
been affected in areas such as participant allowance pay¬
ments and other client services?
Can CBOs such as Operation Improvement survive or be more
effective if they would obtain non-governmental funds?
What was the nature of the relationship between King-
Snohomish Manpower Consortium and Operation Improvement?
In your opinion, did KSMC become too involved or insuffi¬
ciently involved in the day-to-day operation of CETA
Title II-B training programs conducted by Operation
Improvement?
Was there any occasion of a strained relationship between
the Consortium and the regional Department of Labor that
affected program agents like Operation Improvement?
Was there any occasion of a strained relationship between
Operation In^rovement and the Consortium; what were the
principal reasons for such a relationship?
Were there any inter-agency conflicts among state and
state and local agencies resulting from the national
policy shifts?
APPENDIX B
Occupational Training Areas and List of Schools
(The following are some of the Individual
Clearinghouse Program training areas prior to Fiscal 1982)
PUBUC TIWINING INSTm/TICNS AND IRC TWaNING DURATICN
tkainim: aa£as BCC
CLOVER









































































































































































PROPRIETARY TRAINING INSTITUTION ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATION TRAINING INSTITUTION
CDT COMMERCIAL DRIVERS TRAINING
CROWN CROWN SCHOOL OF HAIR DESIGN
DIT DIVERS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
FOLKS FOLKS BARBER COLLEGE
GRIFFIN GRIFFIN BUSINESS COLLEGE
HESI HEALTH EDUCATION SYSTEMS, INC.
in ITT PETERSON SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
METRO-AUBERSWALO METROPOLITAN-AUBERSWALD BUSINESS UNIVERSITY
MODERN MODERN SCHOOL OF HAIRSTYLING AND BARBERING
PSIT PUGET SOUND INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
WTI WASHINGTON TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
PUBLIC TRAINING INSTITUTION ABBREVIATIONS
ABBREVIATION TRAINING INSTITUTION
BCC BELLEVUE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CLOVER PARK CLOVER PARK VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
EDCC EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
EVCC EVERETT COMMUNITY COLLEGE
GRCC GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
HCC HIGHLINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
LWVT LAKE WASHINGTON VOC. TECH.
L.H. BATES L.H. BATES VOC. TECH. INSTITUTE
NSCC NORTH SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
RVTI RENTON VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
see SHORELINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SCCC SEATTLE CENTRAL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SSCC SOUTH SEATTLE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
APPENDIX C
Information Packet Individual Referral Clearinghouse













ALLOWANCE PAY!-rENTS IN?OPw^L\TION FOR PARTICIPA.NTS
IN KSMC/CETA CL/vSSROOM TPAINING
Following your enrollment into a KSMC/CETA classroom training
program, you will receive allowance payments every two weeks.
Allowance payments are made to assist you and your dependents
financially while you are in training.
Your allov;ance payment is based upon the federal raininun: vjage
multiplied by the number of hours you attend class plus the
number of hours of study time recommended and certified by the
school you are attending, up to a maximum of 32.5 hours per v/eek.
The TP.aximuia basic weekly allowance payment is $ 109.00.
EXAMPLE: If you spend 32.5 hours per week in class and study time,
you would receive $109.00 (32.5 hours x $3.35 per hour = $103.88
rounded off to the next highest dollar » $109.00).
If you are receiving a basic allowance which has not been adjusted
by unemplo^Tnent compensation, and if you have more than two (2)
dependents, the following amounts will be added to your basic
allo\-;ance:





If you are receiving cash welfare payments or if your income needs
are considered in such payments together, you will receive $30.00
per week as an incentive allowance instead of the base and/or
dependents allowance.
If you are receiving unemployment compensation payments or federal
training payments (otb.er than veteran’s education benefits) you
will receive allowances which, when added to your uncnployr.cnt
compensation pa>Tiicrit or federal training payments, v.’ill be equal
to the biisic and dependents nllot;ance. Ycu are encoutaged to apply
for unemployment compensation if you are eligible.
Tor you to receive allowances for a fwo-week period:
you must participate in training.
- you must rcr;u'''.i .cllrc.v.ncos by completing CUT/, form 12.











An absence must be for one of the following reasons for it to be
considered "excused";
- medical or dental appointment,
parolc/probation appointment.
- personal/family emergency (illness, death, accident),
interviev; appointment for a job.
- appointment for supportive services.
If you receive allowances for recommended and certified study time,
your recommended study time associated with the excused classroom
training hours will be paid.
If the training program and/or institution has a more restrictive
policy on attendance, that policy will apply. Your allowance v;ill
be reduced by the number of hours of unexcused absences and corres¬
ponding study time (if applicable).
Allov7anccs will be paid for up to one (1) week during school
closures. Your payments during school closures will not include
the study time.
The Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of 197S
provide for the payment of al.lov;ar.ces for any time spent in class¬
room training; hov.’ever, 3llo\;ances will not be paid for any r-c'-'.rs
of classroom training or study which arc more than 32.5 hours per
week. Tlierefore, the allowance payment which you will receive will
be based on the actual hours of classroom training plus any recom¬
mended and certified study time required of you each week up to a
maximum of 32.5.- No allowances will be paid for any hours above
that maximum.
Those allowances are subject to change due to availability of funds
and changes in federal, state, or local requirements.
If you have questions on the allov;anccs approved for or paid to you,
you may request to have the matter reviev’ed. Tlie procedure for this
review’ is outlined in the CETA Allowance Issue Rcsol’Jtion Procedure
given to you by the intcrviev;cr listed below, or your counselor.
Tlie effective date of this allov;ancc payment announcement is





A special supportive service fund is maintained through the Washington
State Department of Employment Security; the ouroose of this fund is
to assist individuals with exceptional emergencies bv orovidino
financial assistance.
In the event that you are facing a financial situation which supoor-
tive services may be utilized, please see your counselor. Every
attempt should be made to utilize existing resources which are
available in the community before reouesting assistance from suppor¬
tive services. Your counselor may be of assistance in referring
you to the appropriate agencies.
BASIC EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT (3E0G)
All participants are required to apply for the Sasic 'ducational
Opportunity Grant (8E0G) every academic year thev par icipate in
the program. Funds from the BEOG are to be used in lieu of any
CETA dollars which are available to you in your a'count. Monies
recaptured from the BEOG are used to defray the Individual Referral
Clearinghouse's operating expenses for active participants and allows
tne program to enroll more individuals than the budget financially
would allow.
Again, the BEOG must be applied for every academic year. Upon
receipt of your Student Eligibility Report (SER) please provide a
copy to your counselor for our records prior to turning the form
• in to the Office of Financial Aid at your respective schools.
Assistance will be forthcoming from either the Office of Financial
Aid at your school or through your IR(J Counselor for the completion
of the application. Your counselor will explain the process by which
the BEOG funds will be applied to your training costs.
ALLOWANCE PAYMENTS
Your allowance payment checks are processed through the B-6/A1lowance
Payment Unit of the Washington State Department of Employment Security
in Olympia.
The Individual Referral Clearinghouse is responsible for the veri¬
fication of the attendance records ICETA-12's) and for the tracking
of and follow-up on allowance payment problems, i.e., late checks
or incorrect amounts.
CETA-12's are maintained at your respective school by your CEYA
Coordinator. If there are any questions concerning completion of
CETA-12's please discuss it with your respective CETA Coor d i na to .
In order to alleviate any potential problems associated with the
ad.mi n i s tra t i on of the allowance payments please follow
guidelines.
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FAMILY INCOME SLIGIBILITY SCHEDOLES
SCHEDOLE A SCHEDULE B SCHEDOLE C SCHEDOLE D
INCOME INCOME INCOME INCOME
LEVELS LEVELS LEVELS LEVELS
(Poverty Level) (100% LLS ) (85% LLS ) (70% LLS )
Family Non-Farm Farm
Size Families Families
1 4,310 3,680 $5,650 $4,800 $3,950
2 5,690 4,850 9,250 7,870 6,480
3 7,070 6,020 12,700 10,800 8,890
4 8,450 7,190 15,680 13,330 10,980
5 9,830 8,360 18,510 15,730 12,950





add 1,380 1,170 3,130 2,670 2,200
Farm Families are defined as individuals or family units living in any place
which produced agricultural products with annual sales o£ $1,000.00 or more.
Schedules B, C, and D income levels are not adjusted for non-farm and farm
differentials.
Computation of Annual Family Income; Annual family income for all Consortium/
CSTA program eligibility purpuaes except PSE and YIEPP, is computed by
annualizing (multiplying by two) an applicant's family income adjusted for
allowable exclusions, received during the six months proceeding application/
eligibility determination. For Title VI PSE, the applicant's adjusted family
income for the three months proceeding application/eligibility determination
is multiplied by four.
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SUPPORT SERVICES ACTIVITY RECORD CARD
REFERENCE INFORMATION SUPPORT SERVICES DATA
1. Client's Name:
2. Client's SSN: Age _
3. City of Seattle Bal. of King Sno _
4. Title Program Agent ____ Component _
5. Contract Person Phone
6. Referral Date Start Date Compietion Date
7. Intake Station Intake Counselor
8. Marital Status Family Size
9. Age of Children
10. Indicate Client's Living Situation at Time of Referral _
3.
Total Fixed Expenses S
















j. Outside Debts (minimum monthly payment):
1.
CETA TITLE I MANPOWER SERVICES
SUPPORT SERVICES ACTIVITY RECORD - 2
SSN: City of Seattle Balance of King Snohomish
DATE
ISSUED TyPE AMOUNT PflOGRAM VOUCHER NO. COMMENTS
APPENDIX D
Financial and Program Performance Information
Operation Improvement July, 1981-June, 1982
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FINANCIAL .AND PROGRAM PERFOR»UNCE EMA
July 1, 1981 - June 30, 1982
PRLHARY OPERATIONS - Seattle
Individual Referral Clearinghouse $1,240,125
Add; Participant Allowances 1,110,000
.Adult Work Experience 175,771
Add: Participant Wages 5 Benefits 216,589
TCT.AL FUNDING: Primary Operations $2,742,485
NOTE: $1,326,589 or 49$ of total
paid directly to clients
for support during training.
SPECLU PROJECTS
Shipfitter Training 70,762
Electronics Technician Training 15,507
ABE - GED - ESL (AGE) 64,274
CET.A Coordinator • 26,618
TOTAL: Special Projects 177,161
TOTAL FUNDI.NG - SEATTLE OIF
PRIMARY OPERATIONS - Snohomish County
IRC - AWE 306,587
Add: Participant Allowances 252,881
TOTAL FUNDING: Primary Operations 558,268
SPECIAL PROJECTS
Group Skills Training 49,126
PIC Electronics Foundation 11,806
PIC Survey 10,000
TOTAL FUNDING: Special Projects 60,932















Qients Completing Program 142
Clients Transferred to Skills Training 55




& ADULT WORK EXPERIENCE
Total Served 310
Clients Completing Training 194
Raced in Employment ' 106
Rocement Rote 55%
*
Ounno period ot Jufy to Septemoer. 1981 the AWE Program woa
pnrrorty Oevgr^ to Irk ckent^ wrm other types of troirarg ond not tor jod
piocemenf
Cost Effectiveness Analysis
During the period of July 1.1981 to June 30.1982 in the Seattle program done a totd of 413
clients were ploced in employment at a cost of S2742485 - an average of S6.640 per place¬
ment. In economic terms, the following benefits will be realized
At an overoge annual salary ot SXD.OOO. the 413 clients placed win earn $4,130,000 In the
coming yeor. They will pay approximotety $619,400 In federd income taxes, repaying the cost
of troining within three years.
Twenty-two percent or 90 clients placed were on public assistance when they entered the
program Assuming the overage reciprent receives $422 monthly in federal and state
assistance payments, o savirrgs of $455,760 is redized each year.
Approximately 9% of the program's graduates - 37 individuals - were ex-offenders. Based on a
recidivism rate ot 70% among unemployed former inmates. It is estimated that 25 of these per¬
sons may hove returned to o correctional facility hod they rot been Involved In an Oi program.
At an annual cost of $18,000 eoch, this represents a potentid saving of $450,000 to the
state's correctiorol institutions.
Allowing for a three percent poyrdl deduction for unemployment insurance, OI groduates will
contribute o total of S123.900 to the state's unemployment insuraroe fund. In oddtloa they will
pay approximately $400,000 in state and locd taxes.
